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¡ylATERIAL LEVEL CONTROLLING IN STORAGE AND TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
USING NEW PROJECTED 3DIMENSIONAL DETECTOR

New design and conception o f the 3D indicator have been developed exclusively for detecting
real stresses/pressures inside vessels, bunkers and silos. The unique design o f the 3D indicator
cooperation with appropriate used software, and with a silo model is able to assure a clear image
pressure/stress identifications in particulate solid. Moreover, the real practice utilization for industry is
controlling o f level material in transport vessels.
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KONTROLA POZIOMU MATERIAŁU W SYSTEMACH MAGAZYNOWANIA
I TRANSPORTU ZA POMOCĄ NOWO ZAPROJEKTOWANEGO
TRÓJWYMIAROWEGO CZUJNIKA

Nowy projekt i koncepcja wskaźnika 3D zostały opracowane wyłącznie w celu wykrywania
rzeczywistych naprężeń/ciśnień wewnątrz zbiorników, bunkrów i silosów. Unikatowa konstrukcja
wskaźnika 3D wspomagana przez odpowiednio użyte oprogramowanie z modelem silosu, może zapewnić
jasny obraz identyfikacji ciśnienia/naprężenia dla danego ciała stałego. Oprócz tego wykorzystanie
w praktyce dla przemysłu obejmuje kontrolowanie poziomu materiału w zbiornikach transportowych.

1. INTRODUCTION
A t present there is great emphasis being placed on the issue o f ensuring safety and
health in all areas o f human activity. This issue particularly concerns the transport, handling
and storage o f all types o f material used in transportation systems [2] where people play an
important and irreplaceable role. It must be kept in mind that these fields are nearly as old as
mankind itse lf and represent a significant portion o f national economies. Problems that appear
in this area have a major effect on the flow o f material, as well as on the most important
parameter for the operation o f a company w ithin the framework o f its logistics. The most
numerous problems-malfunctions occur during the storage and transfer o f bulk material to
another transport system [6] (funneling, arching, creating an arch, core flow, etc.). These
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malfunctions have an effect on the entire operation o f the transport system, as well as on the
subsequent lack o f functionality that occurs in the entire system, which endangers operational
safety [5].
There are no adequate means for us to precisely detect the place and time o f a possible
failure in transport and storage systems. Today’ s commercially produced pressure (stress)
indicators work in 2D and are situated on the perimeter o f the cover for the storage
equipment. This is the reason why the stress or pressure o f the wall is often measured instead
o f the actual pressure o f the bulk solid stored in the container. The 3D developed indicator
[8-10], including a methodology for identifying pressures using the SW developed for it, ¡s
able to completely solve these above mentioned problems and, moreover, register all sudden
occurrences that take place directly w ithin the bulk solid incl. controlling o f a material level in
the storage vessel.

2. THE THEORY OF STRESS ON AN ELEM ENT OF A B U LK SOLID
IN CUBIC FORM IN 3D MODE
Consideration o f an infinitely small element o f a bulk solid in cubic form removed from
a container, one main normal stress is applied to each wall o f the cube vertically and two
shear stresses are applied in the corresponding directions (Fig. 1) [7], It must be noted that the
stresses are major, i.e. the largest and they are expected to turn the extracted cube in the
principal directions o f x, y and z [7].
A total o f 9 stresses are acting on the given cube (e.g. 3 normal <7i, a 2,
and 6 shear
xxy, r xz, Tyx, tyZ, T7X, ! „ ) , o f which 3 shear stresses, moreover, are compounded, giving us
C\y Cyx- Tx/-T/X and tyZ~TZy.

X

x+dx

X

Fig. 1. The cube element (right) extracted from the silo for the bulk solid (left) with the stress points indicated
on each o f its walls. Source: [8]
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Fig.2. Mohr’s Circles and Yield Locus o f the investigated bulk solid

Given the assumption that the shear stresses are compounded (e.g.,

rxy= r yx,

tx: = t: x

and

rr =r:y), an equation for the cube element can be thus expressed from an equalized state:

(5ct2/9 x )+ (9ixy/9y) +(drxz/Sz) =0

( 1)

(dai/9y)+ (drxy/dx) +(dxyz/dz)+ps.g =0

(2)

(ck5'Jdz)+ (o t X2/ô *x ) + (ô irJ d y ) =0

(3)

Mutual dependency and a linkage between the shear stresses in all directions are the
result o f these relationships. We get 3 relationships that describe the behavior o f the bulk solid
element in 3 directions under the assumption that normal stresses ctj, cr2, c>3 and shear stresses
txy, txz, tyz are at work. By m odifying the relationships (1 o f 3) e.g. their partial derivative
(9/dx) (1), (d /d y ) (2), ( d /d z ) (3), m ultiplying (-1) the relationships (2) and (3), and
subsequently adding up the relationships (1 to 3), we get only one equation (4) describing the
state o f stress o f the bulk solid in the 3D picture.
(d*a2/9x2)- (cFai/ôy2)- (ô 2CT3/l)z 2)-2((32t xz/ô ,X(3z )= ys(9/<3y)

(4)

where ys is the weight density o f the bulk solid (constant quality), defined as
fr=Ps.g

[N .m '3]

(5)
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It’s normal in publications [6] to give the relation ys =ys ( 0 1 ) and ps =ps (cti), thus the
relation (4) can be modified:
((32o 2/ox2)- (a1a\ldy2)- (52a 3/5z2)-2(52Txz/5x9z)=g.(3ps ( 0 1 ) % )

(6)

The equation (6) explains the relation o f the state o f stress o f the bulk solid in view of
the mechanical-physical property o f the stored material. The state o f stress o f the bulk solid in
the form o f stresses 01, 02, a 03 is reflected by the mechanical-physical property o f the bulk
solid in the form o f the weight density ys. It therefore applies that the weight density o f the
given bulk solid is shown principally by the normal stresses 01, 02, 03 at work, but also by the
shear stress txz at work in the equation x, z (see fig. 1).
Important from the view o f the effect and identification o f the measurement are the
normal stresses 0 1 , 02 , 03 in the axes x, y and z. The stress at work in the bulk solid has an
effect on the deformations, which are the main indicators o f the behavior o f the bulk solid.
We furthermore express the yield coefficient k for individual ratios o f the normal
stresses 0 1 , 02 , 03 in accordance with fig. 2, thus
k23= 03 '/0 2 = ( a 'S23-R.23)/'(0S23+R23)= (0S23-0S23.sin<P23)/

(0S23+OS23-SinCp23) [N.m 3]

(7)

where Rs23=(02-03)/2 and Rs23=(02+03)/2
Sim ilarly for other ratios o f stress
k i 2 = 0 2 / 0 i = ( l - s i n ( p 2 3 ) / ( l + s i n ( p 23)

(8 )

k 13= 0 3/0 1=( 1-sintp 13)/( 1+sincp 13)

(9)

then it applies that
k l3 — k l2 .k23

(10)

and the mutual relation o f normal 0 1, 02, 03 under the assumption o f a constant yield
coefficient k i 2, k 23 and k i3 can be expressed as
0 2 - k i2 -0 2

(ID

0 3 = k i3. 0 l = ki2.k2301

(1 2 )

and their partial derivative:
( ô20 2/ ôx 2)= k ,2( d ^ / ô x 2)

(13)

(9203/5z2)= ki3 (9 20 i/ 9 z 2)=ki2.k23(520 i/ 9 z 2)

(14)
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By m odifying the relationships, e.g. by achieving (13) and (14) to (6) we get:
k

k23(o|2ai/ôz2))- (52CTi/9y2)-2(52Txz/5xôz)=g.(ôps(üi)/ôy)

( 15)

The dominant effect o f the main normal stress a i for all the directions x, y and z stems
from the preceding relation (15) under the assumption that a constant yield coefficient as
given by the ratios in the principle directions (13, 14) apply.
This supposition, together with the basic element o f the bulk solid (F ig .l), led to the
construction o f a 3D indicator [8] able to read all normal pressures in the appropriate
directions o f x, y and z [3] by measuring the deformation o f the component embedded in the
bulk solid.
2.1 THE HISTORY OF DETERMINING THE STATUS OF STRESS IN A BULK SOLID
WITH THREE DIMENSIONAL DEVICES

The absolute first device connected with researching multiple stresses in bulk solids was
designed by Kjellman (1936). It was a device with a general state o f stress (Fig.3) able to
deform a bulk solid cube and observe the state o f its stress. The device consisted o f panels
from a hard material or membranes sealed w ith various means (Fig.3). During individual
research into the behavior o f the bulk solid, the cube-shaped device was embedded between
membranes, put under stress in one, two or three directions, and its behavior was observed
during the transformation, e.g. whether a separate deformation in individual directions would
be observed under a set triaxial load or there would be combined research, i.e. operating with
a known stress loaded in one direction and determining the deformation and stress
characteristics in the other directions.
The most important questions for devices working under a universal state o f stress were
raised with a view to determining the maximum amount o f stress that could not be transferred
from one loaded membrane to another loaded membrane. For this purpose several design
modifications were carried out on the periphery (Fig.3 and b) w ith one goal in mind - to
prevent the transfer o f shear forces and the mutual effects o f stress during testing. This
prevention has been successfully resolved w ithin the limits o f feasibility in Fig.3c).
The basic principle o f operation fo r a cube-shaped device subjected to a change in the
status o f stress under load is pictured in Fig.4. The entire equipment consists o f a setup o f
smoothly polished movable panels able to move without any problems. These individual
panels create something like “ membranes” allowing research to be done on changes in stress
and deformation using a detector located on the surface o f the panels in three perpendicular
directions.
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Fig.3. The device with a general state o f stress according to a) Kryzanov and Lomise 1961,
b) modifications by Ko and Scott, 1967, c) design changes by Arthur et al. [1]

2.2 THE CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF A 3DIMENSIONAL (TRIAXIAL) DEVICE
FOR OBSERVING THE STATE OF STRESS

Current development in devices used for measuring the state o f stress in bulk solids has
stagnated and brought w ith it no major new innovations in the field for developing entirely
new measuring equipment. The equipment developed in the past few years has moved the
opportunities for discovering flow failures in bulk solids forward, but they are based on
concepts from similar equipment developed in the 1960s and 1970s (FT3 Powder Rheometersee Propeller test [3], etc.).
Upper Cover

Fig.4. The basic principle o f the device under a universal state o f stress according to Hambryh (1970). Source. [3]
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The first sign o f progress in this field was a study o f a model allowing triaxial stress to
be observed in storage systems (see Fig.5) and the most current status in the bulk solid to be
recorded in random locations in the storage system. This model was first set up in Gainesville,
gglW 2003, at the University o f Florida, USA. This “ purely theoretical” model is able to
observe all 18 shear and normal stresses occurring on the element o f the bulk solid using
indicators embedded in the structure (see Fig.5) and afterwards on the surface o f the cube
representing the load-bearing basic structure o f the entire equipment.
23

A 3 DIMENSIONAL (TRIAXIAL) MEASURING APPARATUS DEVELOPED AT THE LABORATORY
FOR BULK SOLIDS WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF POST.-DOC. GRANT 101/03/D039

The design o f the model (Fig.5, [7]), unfortunately, was not completed principally due
to the practically impossible ability to detect all 18 various (combined) shear and normal
stresses and their subsequent intricate interpretation. This proved to be the call for designing
an entirely newly conceived and different model able to observe only the main state o f stress
in the form o f main normal stresses (cti, C2, cd) and subsequently deriving the shear stresses
and picturing the state o f stress o f the bulk solid being observed in the storage equipment,
including a theoretical analysis o f the state o f stress.

Fig.5. Model lully describing the state o f stress o f all normal and shear stresses acting on the element o f the bulk
solid. Source: SSIW, the University o f Florida, Gainesville, 2003

Economical factors were also taken into account and only those components necessary
for designing and setting up the model were selected, even with regard to using the minimum
amount o f detectors.

fig-6 . Computerized design o f a model o f a cube (left) and the produced shape o f the cube (right). Source: [8 ]
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When considering the structure o f the model by itself, the need for a hard base was
taken into account for individual detectors w ith the goal o f decreasing deformation effects as
much as possible for the individual load-bearing structure o f the base for the measuring
apparatus embedded in the bulk solid o f the storage system. For this purpose a load-bearing
base for the cubed shape was designed (Fig.6) from the initial inspiration o f a theoretical state
o f stress (Fig. 1).

Fig.7. A computerized model o f an embedded deformation component with deformation detector (left) and the
manufactured deformation component, including the location o f the detector (right). Source: [8]

The base o f the cube was equipped w ith an attachment (Fig.6) for the purpose of
embedding four deformation faces (Fig.7 right) using cylindrical screws. The deformation
face was designed in a circular shape in order to capture deformation on the axes o f x, y and
z and afterward check the deformation on the y axis (a total o f 4 faces). This shape meets the
right criteria for symmetrical deformation and the radial and tangential voltage stress for
locating the deformation detectors (tensometric sensors) precisely in the middle o f the internal
wall o f the deformation face.
The deformation faces were made out o f a stainless material with an alloy o f refined
components (phosphorus, etc.) in order to ensure elastic deformation without creeping effects
all the way up to the limits o f the proportions o f the deformation material o f the face
(Fig.7, 8). The internal orifice o f the load-bearing base o f the cubed shape (Fig.6) milled out
w ith other orifices for the deformation faces was used for locating the structure o f the
detectors and amplification components o f the deformation detectors, including transmitting
their supply and the signals o f the deformation stress via the embedded load-bearing structure.

Fig. 8. The structure o f the 3D stress indicator (left) with 4 tensometric sensors shown, e.g. 4 measuring channels.
Source: [8]
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3. CONCLUSIONS
The designed 3D indicator, including the methods for identifying the pressure o f bulk
solids using the appropriate SW, is able to solve flow problems that occur within the entire
scope o f the storage equipment and, what’s more, it can register all immediate occurrences
directly in the space o f the bulk solid being monitored. A 3D picture at its present location in
the silo and provide assistance for uncovering failures that become more relevant for dynamic
manufacturing changes (tunneling, arching, creating arches, etc.).
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